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FOREWORD
This is the final report of contract :number 950982
entitled "Sterilizable Optical Detector-Scintillation Crystal
Assembly". Work on this program was performed at the
Isomet Corporation, 433 Commercial Avenue, Palisades Park,
New Jersey.
This report was submitted on September 23, 1968.
It contains no classified information extracted from any
source.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this program was to develop the tech-
nology necessary to make a solid state, sterilizable scintilla-
tion assembly. Various optical detectors were studied as
individual components and together with scintillation crystals
in prototype assemblies.
s•
1. INTRODUCTION
Instrumented near and deep space vehicles will require
scintillation detectors for a variety of missions. At the present
time, NASA requires that all planetary vehicles be heat sterili-
zable. previous programs have established that such scintilla-
tion crystals can be fabricated. However, the sterilization of
the photomultiplier tube appears to be a very difficult task and
a solution to the problem does not appear to be near at hand.
The combination of solid state detectors with scintillation cry-
stals appears to offer a solution to the problem of providing a
sterilizable scintillation package. Advances in solid state
technology have raised the sensitivity of optical detectors to
the point where they can be used to replace the photomultiplier
in a scintillation assembly. These detectors also offer the ad-
vantage of easier packaging, low voltage operation,, reliability,
ruggedness, low cos y.: and sterilizability.
A detector suitable for converting the light emission
from a scintillation crystal to an electrical pulse should have
the following characteristics:
1. A time response of the order of a microsecond or
less.
2. A sensitivity high enough to provide a high sig-
nal to noise ratio even for low energy nuclear particles or rays.
3. A linear response to incident photon intensity.
4. High stability.
5. Low voltage and power requirements.
6. Ability to withstand temperatures of 145 0C ' dur-
ing heat sterilization.
7. Mechanical ruggedness.
The solid state detector can meet these requirements.
f
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2. T:IEORE""MJ , AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
2.1 Comparison of Photon Detectors
2.1.1 Photomultiplier Tubes
Photomultipliers are widely used with scintillation
crystals for the detection of nuclear radiation. They have the
following advantages;
1. Fast response time; transit times being of the
order of 10
-8 
seconds.
2. High gain in the order of one million.
3. Good sensitivity over a wide spectral region.
4. Low power consumption.
The disadvantages of photomultipliers are;
1. Low quantum efficiency of the photocathode, of
the order of 5%.
2. High sensitivity to small supply voltage fluctua-
tions.
3. Need for high voltage supply.
4. Relatively fragile glass envelope.
5. Instability of the photocathode at temperatures
of 145 0C, thus rendering them non-sterilizable at present.
2.1.2 Solid State Detectors
Solid state detectors coupled to scintillation crystals
offer promise as nuclear. detectors. The devices have much higher
quantum efficiencies than photomultipliers with efficiencies,
approaching 100%. They operate with low voltage supplies such as
are commonly available in spacecraft. The net component gain is,
at worst, directly proportional to the applied voltage. If photo-
diodes are used, the bias'and electrical feedback can be applied
in such a manner as to make the variation in gain with voltage
minimal (negligible compared to photomultipliers). Solid state
detectors can be operated at suitably high frequencies when used
c
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ewith the proper electronics. The maximum operating frequency is
determined in the detector itself by the size (in photodiodes) or
the intensity (in photoconductors). Since the maximum gain :,.f
a solid state photodetector is unity, these devices require the
use of a :sensitive preamplifier. These amplifiers can also be
solid state, operating at the same bias voltage as the detectors.
The photodetector preamplifier essentially replaces the electron
multiplier in a photomultiplier.
Photodetegtors are mechanically rugged and are simple
since they consist of only one basic part. They are quite rugged
and can be operated at 1250 and sterilized at 145 0C. Cooling of
photc detectors to reduce noise is easily achieved by using solid
state coolers. The fatigue experienced in a photodetector is
negligible compared to that of a photamultiplier.
.j
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r2.1.2. 1 Pl,c yoconductors
When a photoconductor is illuminated by photons, elec-
trons are raised to Che conductive levels and are free to move
through the crystal lattice under an applied field. The positive
charges may also be mobile and if so they contribute to the
primary photocurrent.
Photocord lwctors can be readily fabricated as large area
detectors of almost any desired configuration. Detectors of this
class suitable for operation at room temperature are PbS, CdS,
CsDe, PbSe, and InSb.
For the detection of scintillation photons, some of
these materials can be immediately eliminated. In CdS and CdSe,
due to the presence of electron traps within the forbidden energy
gap, the effective junction capacity does not respond instantan-
eously to the incident illumination. As a result, there is a
variation in the effective time constant as a result of the
present and past illumination. Therefore, it exhibits a time de-
pendent optical hysteresis. In a scintillation detector, this
effect would manifest itself as a variation in pulse height as a
function of total count rate.
Lead selenide can also be eliminated since its sensi-
tivity for visible photons is poorer than lead sulfide.
?.1,2.2 Photodiodes
Since a diode junction can serve as a collector of an
ex 'ass minority carriers which may be present, it is sensitive to
such carriers from various sources; emitter junctions, thermal
generation, light falling on the semiconductor. The action of
light is similar to that from an emitter. An incident photon of
energy greater than the :^ctivation energy of the forbidden gap can
excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band.
The hole-electron pair thus produced corresponds to one minority
c
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ecarrier per quantum absorbed, with its comparison serving to pre-
serve charge neutrality.
The quantum of—iciency, or number of electrons collected
rar quantum of light absorbed varies with wavelength of the
incident light. The long wavelength limit is determined by the
energy gap in the semiconductor. For shorter wavelengths the
civantim yield remains close to unity but can fall off because of
surface recombination of the minority carriers.
The spectral response, particularly at the long wave-
iength limit, is determine6 by the type of semiconductor employed.
It is not much affected by the lifetime, and is essentially inde-
pendent of the resistivity. Excessive surface recombination may
lower the response at short wave^,engths, as well as degrade the
electrical properties. The spacial response, or size of the sen-
sitive area, is very dependent cn the lifetime, since it is pro-
portional to life path. The number of quanta absorbed near the
junction can be improved by focussing the available light close to
the barrier and by reducing the surface reflection with suitable
coatings.
Photodiodes suitable for operation at room temperature,
are silicon and germanium. Silicon detectors can be made in
disc form to sizes suitable for this application. Germanium on
the other hand, is not commercially available in sizes greater than
a few millimeters across. Both crystals are extremely fast
detectors with excellent detectivities. However, there is some
limitation  in the frequency response of these detectors in that
the device capacitance is directly proportional to the area of
the deflector.
2 .2 Paesolution Considerations
The resolution of a crystal-detector combination used
AEor gamma ray pulse height analysis depends on a multit •-de of
-4-
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efactors. Some of these are:
1. Luminescent conversion efficiency of the incident
energy of the radiation to visible photons.
2. Linearity of the photon emission by the crystal
with incident radiation energy.
3. Transmission characteristics of the crystal for
the emitted radiation.
4. Photon absorption at the crystal walls.
5. Coupling efficiency of the crystal to the detector.
6. Qvintum efficiency gain and linearity of the
detector.
2.3 Crystal Characteristics
Let us consider the properties of the three most impor-
tant scintillation crystals: NaI(T1), CSX(T1) and Cal(Eu).
Thallium activated s ,.,dium iodide has a quantum conversion effi-
ciency of approximately 8/, where the quantum efficiency, q, is
defined by the equation:
E nq -pp,
E,f
Where Ep 
= energy of the emitted photon
n  = numb-r of photons emitted
E  - energy of the incident particle or ray
f - fraction of E  which is dissipated in the
crystal.
Let us take the case of a 1000 ev gamma ray incident
upon a NaI(T1) crystal which totally absorbs the rays and emits
photons. The emitted radiation peak y
 at 4100A and has a full
width at half maximum of approximately 850A. Taking the average
photon wavelength as 4100, the energy per photon is 5 x 10
-12 ergs.
-5-
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rSubstituting in equLtion (3) and solving for n  we get;
n	 c'EI` = (0. 0-8)	 (1000 ev)
	 (;1.6 x 10_ 2
 erg/ev)
p EP	 5 x 10	 re g.
n  = 26 pi:otons
If only 20% of these photons reach the detector, we are
just at the limit of the ability of a phot:omultiplier tube to
distinguish a signal from the noise at room temperature. This
result will be used in a later section which treats the problem
of signal to noise ratios and expected solid state detector
performance.
The conversion efficiency of CsI (T1) is of the order of
3%, while that of Cal(Eu) is estimated to be in the range of 12
to 1 q% on the basis off
 pulse height measurements which are com-
rared with NaI(T.). The performance of these crystals with a
solid state detector can, therefore, be expected to be better for
CaI (Eu) and poorer for CsI (T1) than for NaI (Tl) .
The absorption spectrum of NaI (T1) is in the ultraviolet
with peaks at 2930A and 2340A. The crystals are, therfore, hic lily
transparent to their own radiation. In the absence of absorbing
impurities, there will not be significant attenuation of the
emitted photons in the crystals from the time of emission to the
time they leave the crystal through the exit window. During this
period there may be many reflections from the crystal walls and
surrounding reflector.
Flaws, poor distribution of activator and quenching
impurities all contribute to photon absorption or non-uniform
photon emission, both of which degrade the resolution.
The output of NaI(T1) crystals has been shown to be quite
linear as a function of incident radia::ion energy for any particu-
lar particle or ray. However, a heavily ionizing particle of a
11
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egiven energy willproc;:cc less li ght in a crystal than an
electron of the same energy.
3.	 TjTjj 1 Lo:.;e:^
When a photon strikes the output window in an optically
perfect crystal at great-er than the critical angle it will be
reflected. Materials st:ch as powdered MgO, which have coefficients
for diffuse reflection of the ozder of 0.99, surround the walls
of ;he scintillation: crystal, so as to scatter the photon in such
a manner as to incze.-se the probability that the next in1pinge-
ment on the exit window will be at less than critical angle. This
allows the photons to pass out of the crystal to the photodetector.
Since the w " Ls are not perfect reflectors, and in most
instances the detector area is small relative to the surface area
of the crystal, thore will be some photon absorption at the walls
and not in the detector.
Consider the cylindrical scintillation crystal sur-
rounded by diffuse reflecting material on all sides, except for'
an exit window to which is coupled a detector. Fan (1) has shown
that the photon collection efficiency, is given by
E	 KA	 1
	
Ao	 1- Y(	 [1 - KA/Aol	 (4)	 l
waere Ao = total surface area of the Scinti lator
A = surface area of the scintillator to which the detector
is coupled
Yf a diffuse reflectivity of the reflector
K = probability that, a photon impinging on A is absorbed
by the detector
In addition to making E as high as possible, increas-
ing the ratio A/A o by making detector area as large as possible will
improve the light collection.
(1) Fan, C.Y. , Rev. Sci. Instr. 35, '58 (1964)
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The gre:atc:r t::e percentage of scintillation photons
which reach the detector, the larger the signal level and the
higher the resolution. in order to have intimate optical con-
tzAct, a coupling Fluid or cement is generally placed between
the crystal and the detector.
.he optical transmission at an interface is ylven by;
T = [4n,/ (n +1) 2 ]	 (1-cos 6)
where n is the inccx o^ refraction of the material the Tight is
entering with respect to the material it is leaving and where
6	 sin
If the two materials have the same index of refraction, then
T a 1 and there is no loss due to reflection.
Current work under w",y at 1somet has shown that a dry
coupling between a i:ai( 121) crystal and a glass window does not
materially degrade the resolution. At the same time it avoids
the problems of optical coupling agent degradation during dry
heat sterilization. nor a thin, light, solid detector the
problem of optically coupling to the crystal may be materially
reduced.
2.4.1 Limiting Factors
Consider a scirtillation assembly in which a'silicon
photovoltaic detector	 used to replace the photomultiplier.
The number of photons released per Kev of incident particle or
ray energy has been derived above. Based on this number, the
limit o^ resolution of the optical detector can be derived. The
derivation presented below uses two separate techniques to arrive
at the same answer. An al.1 solid state scintillator assembly
should have a limit of resolution of 50 to 65 Kev.
The first consideration is the efficiency with which
the scintillator photons generate photoelectrons in the material.
The probability, E, that a ,photon is absorbed in a photodetector
r 8 -
i
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Let us
	 2" uiarmeter x 2" long I - a l (T1) scintilla-
tion crystal with a ru_Z Ijctivity of O..c on the walls; a reason-
able detector with
	 p::oton to electron conversion efficiency
'X); and a photodiodo di^xaeter of two centimeters. Substituting
these values into
	 (4) yields;
E = 0.5LB
M', e noise equivalent power (I,zEP) of such a devic< would be 2.8 x
10 -12 watts at the peak spectr".l sensitivity (0.85 u). However,
since tiaI (T1) peaks wt 0.41 u the iLEP will be increased to 9 x
10-12 watts. These fic;ures are for a 15 cycle per second band-
width. Increasing thL! frequency response to the limits required
to track a KaI (T1) p:.oto:. pulse requires a bandwidth of roughly
one megacycle.:^e .^;A of a practical detector noise limited
detector-preamp asserl:zly will, therefore, be 1.0 x 10 -9 watts.
The limit of sensitivity of the detector can now be calculated
by two methods.
First, the incident photon flux can be converted to a
power function, since the incident energy and time constant are
known, by the relation ship;
P ( t ) =	 E nh %)e-t/1	 (watts/Kev)	 (5)
T
which is valid as long as n is a large number.
Here n = # photons/xev
h - plancks constant (Joule-sec) = 6.6 x 10 -34 J-S
t - time (sec)
T = decay time of scintillator (sec) = 0.25 x 10-6 sec
= C/A = frequency of photon (sec -1 ) = 7.3 x 1014 cps
Substituting the.above values into equation (5) and
using n = 300 photons/Kev and t = 0 the peak power is found to be
P '(o) = 3.5 x 10-11 (watts/Kev)
The number of Kev required for P (o) to be equal to
the NEP is:
ri^v	 "E?	
_ 54 Kov
(o)
The : ;irimum width of a peak on the N vs V curve will be 54 KEV
according to this first derivation. Consider now a second tech-
pique for deriving the resolution limit.
T::e probability for absorption of a photon by the de-
tector nor the case: cited is 0.58. she number of electrons freed
in the photodetector is, therefore, 174.4 per Kev. The current
time function is related to the total charge flow on the time
constant by,
,; no-t m j	 (amperes/Kev)	 (6)I (t 1 =	 ,^i
where q = the char J!o per electron
= the rumb^:r oL electrons per Kev
The peak current will, therefore, be
I(o) = 1.1 x 10 -11 amperes/Kev	 (7)
If the photocell drives a 50K resistor, the signal voltage will
be,
V (0) = I (o) R = 5.5 x 10 	 /Kev	 (8)
Assuming a noise level of 33 watts gives a limit of resolution of
#Kev - V not se/V (o) = 60 Kev
r.-"he detector should, therefore, have a resolution limit on the
order of 50 to 75 Kev. ,his would mean that a detector limited
scintillator system would have a 10% resolution at 500 to 700 Kev
energy levels.
2.5 Electronics
she electronic circuitry required to process the detec-
tor output signal is essentially a low noise transistor amplifier.
	
The necessity for a large area detector imposes certain unique 	 ►
requirements on the amplifier. The high detector junction capacity,
(in the order of 0.1 uf), will limit or seriously degrade detection
-10-
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capability if the usu:.i high input impedance amplifier is
utilized. ^his is
	
to the shunting effect of the detector
junction	 or. the fast rise time and narrow pulse width
of the detector output signal. The junction capacitance is
represented by the s.unt capacitor C  in the detector high
frec.uency equivalent circuit sh<.)wn in Figure 1. If a high in-
put i-mpodan ce amplif.-Lor is connected to the detector terminals,
Co would integrate she detector output pulses thus preventing
the amplifier from obtaining sufficient drive laurrent to,operate
as an amplifier. in addition, pulse height resolution would be
affected since C would charge exponentially to various levels
as a function of count rate.
A solution to this problem may be obtained by use
of a current amplifier with an input i pedance small relative to
tha generator is peuur.ce of the detector. Current amplifiers are
characterized as feedback amplifiers in which a portion of the
output current is fed back in parallel with the input signal in
such a manner as to cause voltage variation at the input to
approach zero. The net result is detection of charge variation
on the detector. This form of ,current amplifier is referzed to as
a charge sensitive amplifier, the block diagram of such a circuit
is shown in Figure 2.
r-,he extremely low input impedance essentially prevents
current from being "wasted" in the detector capacitance (Cp),
thereby mGxi ii:.g the signal current flowing into the amplifier.
The low input impedance also eliminates appreciable charge build-
up across Cp. This makes the pulse height independent of the
court rate.
r ^f 
	
[^ z	 t,7^,i`,+C r
r^. sPgs^, i. Nom.	 r-	
.	
R^.
s.
Z
c	 1
v
Z i	 i
Ji
.^.:--- Z o
V
0
i
r^
Io
CS
3
t
R
J
^	 ^	 S
I (W)
`,	
i	 C p
1
I	 4
Figure	 P::oto iode Nigh Frequency Gcuivalent Circuit
Zri
I
i
f
Figure 2. Charge Sensitive Amplifier Block Diagram
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2. 5.1 circ. .'- nc r; C=-
An an:.lys:4:J of the system indicates that low input im-
peuance levels may :^c obtained by proper choice of open loop
voltage gain, feed-back and feed-back resistor. in Figure 2
the Nara: eters are a.; :follows:
e -s	 g:.a l voltage
Zs = source `mpedarce of signal
I s M signal current
Z c	 closed loop input impedance = V i/ Is
Vi a voltage across input terminals = (I s + If)Zi
Zi - ampli-ier open loop input impedance
X 	 a:,piifier open loop voltage gain
Vo c vol;.uge across outN::6 terminals
z  
=	 :..^^itier closed loop output impedance
I o - a plifier output current
Z,C = feedback impedance
I f Q .eedboack current
I f	Vo - V. /Z
K	 V /V, and V = K V.
v	 o ^.	 o	 v i
If
 = (Viohv-1 ) z 
Vi = (I s + I f )Zi	 [I3 + Vi (Kv-1)/Zf)Zi
	
and	 ZiIs - Vi [1-(K 	 l Z i /Z f
	
but	 Z	 = V./I
c	 1 s
Z
`C - i/1
 -(K	 )Z
 Zi/Zf
	if	 Z. 	 then Zc
 = Zi/Kv1	 ..
r	 .
-13- U
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fin.--1 ccuutions for Z  indicGte glut the closed loop
r•-t im'.ped,..rco ca. ^e closely controlled by selecting appropriateJ	 A...: 
values forriv Z ,
 "---C: Z .10 For exz.: iple, if Zf - Zi - lOK ohms and
the open loop volta:;e rain _ 10, 000, then by use of either the
exact or approxi ate for: alas for Z c, the closed loop input im-
pedance is 1 ohm. Under ti:ese conditions, the photodetector re-
sponse will extend into the 100 .vC region.
2 . c.2 Electrc: L Co .:oren^s
he electronic components utilid
 in the amplifier
circuit can be high reliability types as c^::rently specified for
use in the Apollo, %, A. er and Gemini programs. 1 :ypical of these
components is a high reliability type transistor 22`930A which is
commercially availaaie.
r
'	 -14-
T'.-,e work effort was dividad into throe basic categories
as described in t..0 ::o of proposal, No. 42-65, dated February 11,
1965. ! ,he c:.tcc or ies are redefined below;
3.'	 D,e,tector A^ «^^.,ya
1'he dotactor analysis consisted, essentially of the
study, procuren;ont and evaluation of suitable solid state opti-
cal detectors for scint-illation application.
3.? Floctron_
one e^ec;.ronics effort pars+"oled the detector work. The
goal was to desyc,n a preamplifier to match the optical detector
and to provide an op;.imized scintillator output.
3.3 Cntica-'_ Coupl ing z.nd Crtt:.:^
Detector Co.:* irur-.tion
The best means for coupling the optical detector was
evaluated. A wide variety of detector crystal geometries,
i
couplings and applications was considered.
The configuration of the breadboard and prototype
assemblies wa:: do.;igned on the basis of the information gathered
in other phases of the pros,
 ram. Testing was a major part of this
task.
-15-
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At t ** u c_ i:.-: ng of '— a progrz..m a -Limber of r ;anu-
facturors who prod ,",
 ca p hotodat .;cto r.s were contacted for bids on
a detector c:.;^4.a1e of detecting sci tillation photons. The ini-
tial specifications for the detectors were:
Peak	 ^110uh 1..
D* ZZ cak responseL x 10 Y 25 o C
Rise: Ti„o	 100 x 10 -_^:... Co.". d
D-:!cay +imo
	
200 x 10 6C;eo ;d
Operating Te:rperwture	 -10°C to-;'0°C 'approx.
Active Aroa Dimensions	 1.0 i:.ch diameter
.TOTES
1. Activ ,3 Area: ;;oald eventually like diz.r..eters greater than
O2. Device us:: :.^o capable of :^^ing heat sterilized at 125 C for
Y24 :ours wit:. no degredation of performance.
3. Multiple de';:ectors will be considered, :however matching the
units will be necessary.
4. unit will eventually be required to withstand a missile en-
vironment.
.eplies from various manufacturers indicated that the
a
detectors used for scintillation detection fall into two classes.
The first is a silicon surface-barrier diode bid by Electro Nuclear
Laboratories. Prior work in the field of solid state optical
letector-scintillation crystal assemolies (1 ' 2) was done with this
type of detector.
The second type of detector is a diffused junction,
oxide passivated silicon detector with a g yard ring design to re-
duce leakage currents. This detector, bid by EG & G, is claimed
to offer higher reliability and stability. One of each type of
detector in a st:.ndard production size was ordered and tested.
1. C.Y. Fan, Rev. Sci. Ins:.+.,	 158, Feb. (1354)
2. A.J. j^uzzoliro, E.L. Hubbard, M.A. Perkins and C.Y. Fan,
J. Appl. ?hys. 33, 1, 148, Jan. (1962)
i
NY
MEK
04'
•
t
b
su .)l r	 0.44"	 c: :.::,Qtcr active area,
ci:	 w,.:r	 con to :;v %;oo Lr..:ll.
	 Elec..ro-:,::clear Labs.
	 Inc.
bi" two deLecZvrs with t	 e	 :;ollow:::.g s;.)ucificz.;:ions;
option ::T - :•:ini u:r. order of two un its, 	 detector with
active 1.3 inch,	 D^^	 141CCA,	 270,	 1) ;	 1 x 10"	 cm cps
1/2 /watt at 2500 a:::.:,:...:t.	 u	 i:.	 P::.CU	 $1, CO:).
Option I - ^^pe t G. -l:,D d41:Lc;.or per E.": spec &heat
dutoctor active ci:_:;.uter;
	 1C:.;,	 ^•:	 ^•:1G:,^:,	 270,	 1) ;	 1	 x	 10 , 	cm
cps 1/2 /watt	 :..t
.v
^:,	 C a:::.ie n t	 ?Xr` ce;	 $270.	 1yo nin-Lmum
order.	 A QO?- lOD ucteCzor was purc1.64zGC.:,
Tuczrolo ,*.y of::c red a P:.N diode	 (^ ape
PIN-10) 	 wric:: cyou:^u : 	 suitable -- for Ciirl:ct contact with a large
	
i
area scintillaticL cryz-zal.	 A :.:..ng1e	 unit was purchased.	 a
3
:::e firs:. :; eas;:rc:;,.::^ ::.aG^ was a C c:.,^)arison of the two
detectors under	 c:.nditio.:s to dozermine the varia-
tion of reverse IoLkage current with reverso biab. The results
are shown in F ic;u::	 The UDT deflector was more t',,-.an an order	 !
o:: magnitude :r:,pC.:..G:: to the E.:L detector in thi n consideration.
x
Data were tz.ken on t :e ENL detccto: • only up to 10.5 volts reverse
bias as t?:e rate. of increase of leakage current above the vicinity
of O volta i.ndicatcc ;.:.e approach o.-E a detector breakdown region.
In this respect also,
 the UDT detector proveC"A superior since it may
be operated safely up to 50 volts,
T..e next problem was t::e detection of modulated radia-
tion. Figure 4 snows the experimental test set up. The approach,
that of a nigh speed, mechanically cropped source, was first em-
ployed. A new, multi-aperture blade was fabricated for use with
a high speed a. c. rotor. In th.:.s manner, chopping frequencies up
to 6000 hz	 obtainable. Using a black body source, there was
a loss of discerr.^.ale signal wren optical filtering 'was employed.
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T e seco, d approach to t: is proble: ;, however, :roved to
be Eusccus:;ful, A S ylvan.. glow A' o' ator tube, Ri16a, was driven
by an audio oscillator to provico the :modulated signal desired.
IT	 g	 f't	 several.
	 SO percent of^...c advanta es  oy :;is device :.re . ► t1
its output is helow 4300 an gstro:ms w. +ch is the spectral region
of interest. In addition, this ;.ube is ,odul4ted electrically
rather than mechanically which re over problc.-.z of motor varia-
tions and cropper alignment. The on ly difficulty, al"aeit minor,
is that the measurement is an is elicit one since t:-.Q glow modula-
tor tube is an un calibrated device. r o remedy this, a standard
photometer, one that wz: s measure":
	 a standard black aody
so ,arce of radiation, w..s utilized to ::leasure the energy output of
the glow modulator in the spectral region around 4300 angstroms.
in this manner, the light source, detector and associated elec-
t-anics under test were calibrated and the detector paramz:-Zers
of interest were obtained.. Table 1 is -,;he set of data pertinent
for detector comparison and sample _-alculations are included for
the detectivity of the devices. From the values obtained, it was
evident that the ULT detector was the superior device by a factor
of four. It should be noted that this value of detectivity, or D*,
is not the conventional one which is normalized with respect to
amplifier bandwidth. Since the objective was to compare the per-
formance o.f the two detectors under identical test conditions,
the amplifier bandwidth was the same for both and the ratio of one
detectivity to the second is the same. Therefore, since this unit
proved to have significantly lower leakage, greater biasing range
and higher sensitivity, all,further testing was with the UDT
detector.
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total power emitted by the grow modulc.tcr tube 4 - the spectral
..,jion of inter,..t (4060-4540 angstroms at the 50 percent points)
is 1.61 x 10 4 watts.	 Detector No. 1 is the ENL 602-10D.
Detector No. 2 is the UDT PI"N-10.
H1 incident power on detector no. 1 per unit area
(irradiance)
Pe
2
r 1
where Pe = power emitted by lamp
rl	 prom source in centimeters of de-
tec
t
or no. 1
-4H1 k^	 ,	 V 1 1^ 10	 w tt Swf x	 (7.95}
=	 8.1 x 10-7 w/cm2 2 - 1
Detectivity in (watts/cm } 	 of detector no. 1
D1 esl
w ^1 enl
Zi-
where esl = signal voltage in volts (p-p).
en = noise voltage i . volts (rr►, } .
1
1.25
DI .: _
D1 _
For Detector No. 2;
F.
Y
D2
D^
8.1 x 10-7 x .320
4.82 X 10 6 (wat;.s/cm) -1
1.61 x 10 4	 1:	 1
5.7 x 10- 7 w/cm2
1.20
5.7 x 10-7 x .110
1.92 x 10 7 (watts/cm) -wa ts/cm)
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Samp!^ c:Uculations were made to determine the z pproxi-
mute strength of w radio^.ctivo source necessary to produce an
observable output from the deteeto-,. Let
nuzrLer of Kev =
P (o)
where K.E.P. is t a noise equivalent power of the detector in
w;itts and P (o) is the power distribution due to the incident
Photon flux. in turn,
P (o) = E Y\ h 1j
T
where C is the p1hoton collection o:,:
	 the number
of photos per Kev, h is Planck's const^.nt, V} - the photon
frecuency and + is the decay
	 of t`.:e sci;.tillator material.
Assuming a photon collection efficiency of 0.6, a not ,nreason-
able value, considering the present detector a:.d a two inch
crystal, and values of 'Y. = 30, y s 0.25 microseconds and
-^ = 7.3 x 10 14
 hz., all characteristic of the material,
P(0) 0.66 _x 30 x rs , o ::10-0 	 x 7.3 x 10'
0.25 x 10-0
3.47 x 10 i watts/xev
and no. of Kev .: . -E . P.
P(o)
where N.E.P. = NZPD x AO
1	 x 'Y x 1.62
1.92 x .10	 4
1.045 x 10-7 watts
1.045 x 10-7
3;47 x 13-11
3.01 x 10
or 3.01 rvlev.
Therefore,,
no. of Kev
A survey of commercially available radioactive sources was under-
taken in ordor to determine which, if any would be suitable for
test purposes.
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4 2.1 I,a.rese Are; Detector
V.-,e possibility of obtaining a det,..ctor with i::.proved
physical characteristics was diocussed wwta United Detector
Technology.* A ono inch diameter detector was not compatible
with their production facilities at t:,at time but .:.ey proposed a
0. oOC inch di7..T.ato.- active area. This is the dimension "X" in
Figure S.
UDT reduced the detector w-- :.., :.a tiing it c l oser to t?:e
detector surface and left t;:e	 surface: a natural a.1umInum
finish for higher reflectance. ** T:ze lead bon dad to the detector
surface was replaced with an evaporated lead. hcz cost of a 0.800
i::ch diameter detector with the above modi::icati.ons and the same
e".ectrieal characteristics as the previously purchased detector
w:s $200 for a single unit with quantity discounts available
for five or more t,nit s .
In anticipation of the tests with the nuclear source
and crystal assembly, a 0.800 inch detector with the improved
mechanical characteristics was ordered. The new detector will
greatl' improve the optical coupling with the crystal.
*The drawing of the advanced photodetector and housing is shown.
in Figure 5.
**Dimension "Y" of Figure . 5 will therefore be made as close as
possible to dimension "Z".
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,Lie new Tinitod Detector "o hrology detector was put
through initial tests. rigure 6 shows the moasure:r.ent of reverse
leakage c-4rrent versus d.c. bias voltage. The Measured values
are within sl acification for this unit.
From a physical standpoint, however, thi., unit was
clew ly sup rior to its predecessor. The housing wall was
eliminated and t::e active area was slig:ztly greater than 3cm2.
s he lead atta&h o: to the active surface was replaced with a de-
posited lead. This . resulted in a flat surface w :ich al lowed
closer optical coupling to the crystzl surface.
A 5,:ries of	 was then	 on Loth
detectors from Uni t.:%d Jz^ se ctor c;cinology.	 tast ing conf;:gura-
tlon SS shown in icj ".A. 7.	 :^. COT:':pwre';: iVC r G:C^l+:^j's for UD'I'-1
and UDT-2	 0.625 inc.-. and 0.0-3 0 inea	 detector s,
respectively' were used to dctc::::.ine detector po:-foA-manco. x
sample calcu:..ation for detectivity h ..s been included as Table 2.
The results were in agreement with theo::y. A large
area detector is noisier, and hence less sensitive, than a
smaller area detector. This was shown by the measurement of
leak:-.gre curre nts and detectivity. +he advantage of the large area
detector, however, lies in the fact ti:at it provides a better
mate:'. to th.. stL; dard scintillator crystals being used and hence,
a more efficient coupling.
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•
,.,lot.,..' power armitt.-c-C.' 3 the glow zoc.'f6._.tor tu*.-.$* in the
s,,:,octral region	 401.Z.0 %-40-&d 45 1.3 a.-.gstroms	 50
percent points) is .92 x 10 .4
 watts at a drive level of 8
volts P-pe
or
inc:'.deic. powcr on detector per unir. area
OW r
'tted ILY lG.mp
r	 diztanco fro.m source in cm
H m	 .92 x 10-4,
Zr x
Hi	 Datectivity in (watts/cm 2 .1
a
	x 	 1
enoisal
HI	320 x
66	 2.42 x 10"
.1I.04 x 10 7 (watts/cm's)
SimilarlX. for UDT-2-
D* m 0.54 x 107 (watts/crag .1
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.e work off ort was con centr6:ted on obtain:-.. an ampli-
fier for uze in testing detectors. ^:.c design, :: 'sown in Fic ure 8,
is a modification of a wide band rmplificr previousl;^ developed
at Isomat.	 "naplifier has the following characteristics:
Voltaga gain, center frequency
Rise time
Fall ti-mo
D.1 Ly t ir..ar
Powcr aequiru an :
.. ut impedance
S na
3 5 ns
x.5.5 ns
G.5? k.:ry
Z 22 tie.•
a. 5 C hm s
-`o frequency :response for the amplifior circuit is
v:,own in r?i ouro 9.
s
	 Addi :ion :.: circuit work performed o n the preamplifier
show+;; that for the common emitter input configuration scilected,
.:o further improvements in equivalent noise i..;ut could be ani-
cipatud. Tho . -0est level obtained was 12 x IC  amperes which is
eight times the detector noise level."::Q reason for this limita-
tion is the bias level used for'the first trar,;istor stage of the
;era :
 ..,^ lifier. Some preamplifier performance characteristics are
Ii- -6.ed In ,.aR'^la 3.
For boat detection sensitivity, the preamplifier must
have w:a equivalent input noise level that is lower than the
detector noise level. To reach the loxicst possible not a levels,
the first transistor must be biased at a specified low collectow
currenit. In the bipolar trAnsistors used for this application
(as well as all known bipolar transistors) the collector bias
current for best low noise' performan cis is not the same as that
req^::.red for adequate Nigh frequency response. By varying the
collector current, the frequency response and equivalent input
noise could also be variety simultanecasly.
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rTALE3
Preamplifier Characteristics
Pulse gain, closed loop 3250
Output Pulse Rise Time 80 x 10 seconds ( 10% - 90%)
Time Delay 64 x 1C9seconds (10% - 10%)
Output Pulse Fall Time 80 x 10 seconds	 (096.- 10%),
Z in 252 ohms (approximate)
Equivalent Noise Current Input 16 x W9amps,
c'
-32-
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Lowest noiso performance was obtained at low collector
currents, typically between 10 microamps and 150 microamps. In
this current region, the preamplifier gain of 3250 (at a collec-
tor current of approxima^.ely 1 ma) was reduced by a factor of 2
and the rise time increased to approximately 425 nanoseconds;
the change being caused almost entirely by tho first transistor.
The ENI was calculated to be 12 nanoamps. Since the detector
noise is 2 nanoamps, this particular type of amplifier even when
optimized, is inadequate for use with the scintillation detector.
In order to allow immediate tests of the detector with
various crystal configurations, an ORTEC Model 105 preamplifier
was used. This equipment was capable of being modified for
matching detectors with different shunt capacitance. .
,.4
K	 .
-33-
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4.4 Optical Coupling
The operating characteristics of the scintillation
assemblies are greatly affected by the shape, surface finish
and reflecting surfaces of the NaI(T1) and CsI(T1) crystals.
Since the silicon optical detectors require maximum efficiency
in light .coli.3ction, the reflecting material surrounding the
crystal must be chosen with great care.
Measurements of the effect of optical detector diameter
on the scintillation detection process were made using a 2" x 2"
NaI(T1) crystal package. Highly reflective aperture stops, ran-
ging in size from one-quarter inch to two inches, were inserted
between the two inch by two inch crystal and the two inch photo-
multiplier window. The photomultiplier output was coupled to a
TMC 400 channel analyzer. The pulse height distribution for each
one of several apertures was measured. The data are presented in
Table 4. For future reference, the exact pulse height d,.stribu-
tion was recorded on punched paper tape.
The 400 channel analyzer was calibrated so that for each
measurement, a recording of the peak channel number and the input
gain setting for each measurement could be converted to give a
relative pulse amplitude. In this manner, the efficiency of the
scintillator could be evaluated as a function of aperture. Table 4
shows the data after correction for system nonlinearities. The
area of the aperture, A. was divided by the total crystal surface
area, Ao, to get a relative collection efficiency reference. The
corrected peak channel is the relative channel location of the
scintillation peak, giving ,the relative strength of the signal
pulses. The resolution is the ratio of the full width at half
maximum to the peak position. The total count is an approximate
number found by summing the total counts in channels centered
about the peak. This number is an approximate indicator of the
-34-
TA BL	 4
Effect of Detector Diameter on a
2, 1 x 2" Na= (T1) 8cintillator
r
Tape Aperture A/Ao Corrected Resolution Total
No. size Peak Channel % Count
7 2 0.17 10210 8.25 1661
1 1 1/2 0.094 10160 10.5 1723
2 1 0.042 701 11.3 1642
3 3/4 0.023 391 13.6 1545
8 1/2 0.010 180 18.4
4 1/2 01010 180 17.4
6	 1/4	 0.0026
	 36	 40.5	 732	 1
•	 i
number of counts per unit time as a function of detector size,
The data indicated that a detector size of one inch or
more is desirable for the 2" x 2" crystal assembly. The larger
the better, but at one inch, operation is satisfactory. It is
worth noting here that the photocathode diameter of the photo-
multiplier was approximately 1.75 inches.
The 602-10D detector was mounted on a two inch NaI
crystal in a laboratory fixture and exposed first to a Co 0
source and then to a Cs 137 source. According to approximate
calculations, the expected signal level into the Ortec am-
plifier from this configuration was too low to produce an ob-
servable output on the oscilloscope. Part of this was attributed
to the relatively loose optical coupling between the scintilla-
tion crystal and the silicon detector. This was necessary because
of the high walled can surrounding the detector surface.
Two one inch scintillator crystals were fabricated.
One of these (aerial number 0412) was a CsI crystal and the other
(serial number 0413) was a NaI crystal. The data taken on the
pulse height analyzer and the resolution calculated from this data
for each crystal are shown as Table,5.
An initial mechanical configuration is shown in Figure 10.
It should be noted that this package delineates a philosophy of
design rather than a detailed, dimensioned blueprint. For example,
the configuration of the detector portion of the fixture was de-
pendent on which detector was selected.
One problem is the wall surrounding the detector surface.
This wall increases the distance between the crystal and the de-
tector surfaces which, in turn, introduces considerable attenua-
tion of signal. For the purposes of feasibility testing, a small
crystal could have been fabricated which would fit inside the de-
tector housing and rest on the active area surface. An alternate
approach was to remove the black anodized finish from the inner
wall of the present detector-'and to fill the space between the
-36-
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RESOLUTION DATA FOR ONE INCH
Cal AND Nal CR1M:Mj&
NAI (TI)	 #0413	 1" 1"
START CH2O0
000135 000170 000142 000166 000148 000140 000137 000134 000097 000115
000138 000118 000121 000141 000133 000135 000127 000142 000158 000169
000166 000164 000190 000195 000205 000193 000223 000247 000269 000303
000324 000383 000390 000430 000523 000502 000521 000589 000677 000687
000766 000834 000908 000990 001037 001126 001176 001242. 001332 001447
001485 001574 001532 001541 001641 001613 001547 001570 001596 001447
001483 001420 001311 001225 001200 001115 000970 000929 000794 000698
000557 000482 000425 000346 000325 000261 000184 000192 000130 000103
000069 000061 000047 000046 000034 000028 000013 000018 000019 000009
000004 000010 000014 000016 000007 000004 000008 000006 000009 000008
Gain 0.640
Live Min 4
Supply	 1Kv
Tube Isomet 2" standard
Width 26
Height 255
Res. 10.4%
Cal (tl)	 #0412	 1" 1"
START CH2O0
00193 000184 000190 000181 000155 000129 000148 000157 00014
000139
000138 000116 000115 000147 000159 000144 000143 000132 000152 000170
000158 000168 000164 000191 000216 000217 000236 000237 000287 000290 F
000329 000308 000365 000422 00042'; 000481 000504 000572 000622 000712
000733 000770 000831 000881 001021 001046 001128 001147 001256 001301
001357 001413 001390 001488 001427 001503 001562 001576 001564 001595
001535 001509 001438 001439 001423 001373 001284 001250 001144 001049
000972 000927 000873 000881 000763 000671 000602 000567 .000491 000470
000383 000335 000286 000244 OOQ225 000200 000185 000142 000118 000120
000084 000076 000068 000063 000042 000042 000038 000028, 000035 000026
Gain 2.240
Live Min 4
Supply 1Kv
Tube Isomet 2" standard
Width 34
Height 260
Res. 13.1%
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lation crystal, as required.
It
1'
crystal and detector surfaces with a high purity silicone grease.
The former acts to reflect light incident on the wall back into
the assembly; the latter to provide more efficient optical trans
mission.
Teflon was employed as the material for the inner hous-
ing because of its durability, resistance to heat, shock and
fungus and its ease of machining. The RTV-602 potting compound
was chosen because it offers excellent protection against thermal
shock, vibration, mositure, dust and chemicals. It is transparent
and repairable and meets thermal shock requirements as outlined in
MIL-STD-202A, test condition a (five temperature cycles from -650C
to 1250C.) It will provide continuous protection at 150 0C in a
standard atmosphere; this limit is even higher in inert or oxygen-
free environment. XPV-602 employs a catalyst cure rather than an
air cure and im solventleba and non-toxic. From all apparent con-
siderations, RTV-602 was an excellent answer to the question of
selecting the proper material between the inner and outer housings.
The shape of the inner and outer housings was changed to cylindri-
cal for ease of fabrication and handling. Further refinement of
the inner teflon housing of the-scintillation assembly was made
in the form of a teflon adaptor section. The pvr .pose of this
adaptor is to permit the use of a one inch scintillation crystal
with a housing designed for a two inch crystal.
The outer portion of the teflon adaptor has the same
dimensions as the standard two inch crystal housing.
The design of the breadboard scintillator assembly was
carried out with the , thought^of incorporating a nuclear source
in the crystal package as a 'calibration device to be used ' in the
assembly as an alternate to or instead of the standard scintil-
w`^.1 .^ ^'l ^	
• Elif
rA breadboard scintillator package was fabricated and
consisted of an Americium 241 source and a 1 inch diameter.005
inch thick, Mai scintillation crystal slice. This assembly was
enclosed in an aluminum housing with a glass window and sealed to
prevent hydroscopic deterioration of the crystal. The United
Detector Technology units were placed on top of this package and
coupled to the appropriate electronic instrumentation.
The source was s Monsanto AN241 disk which emits S my
alpha particles. No silicone grease or aluminum oxide was used
for optical coupling since the source-crystal package was mounted
directly on the detector source.
Three individual experiments were conducted in pre-
liminary tests of the breadboard scintillator. In the first, a
standard photomultiplier tube, RCA Type 6199, was used to ob-
serve the scintillations from the combination Americium source-Nal
crystal package with a Ca 137source added as a calibration marker.
A drawing of the source-crystal configuration is shown as Figure 11.
In the second test, a Cal crystal slice, 1 1, x 1/4 11 was used with
an AM 241source and a Cs 137 marker. The third experiment employed
the solid state detector with the Cs 137marker and the Col crystal-
Am 241 source since this is the more intense crystal source combi-
nation. The equipment used in these tests is shown as Figure 12.
In the first and second experiments, it was possible to
observe the scintillations with a photomultiplier but these count
rates were low. Typical values at the AM 241peak were three or
four percent of the Cs 137 peak. In addition, the count rate from
the Cal was approximately 8-10 times higher than the Nal.r
With the solid state detector, no scintillations were
,. j
visible from either the Nall or Cal crystals. The output from
this configuration was observed on an oscilloscope and the TMC
four hundred channel analyzer both with and without the Ortec
ream lifiet. In Figurep 	 p 	 1, it the switches are in the "A" ..
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position, the Ortec Preamplifier is out of the signal path.
If the cathode follower switch is in the "C" position, this cir-
cuit is removed from the signal path. For the solid state detec-
tor, tests were conducted with each configuration, that is, with
and without tho Ortee preamplifier and with and without the
cathode follower.
On April 3, 1967 the sodium iodide-silicon photo-
detector assembly was tested using the Columbia University
Van der ara s f generator. The experimental setup was as shown in
Figure 13. A continuous beta spectrum from 12 Mev down Was used
as the radiation source.
No detectable scintillation events were observed.
The experiment was analyzed afterwards to determine
why negataive results were observed when the theoretical calcula-
tions had shc,wn that the threshold should be 3.0 Mev. A number
of possibilities exist; (a) the detector had a lower deteetivity
than the manufacturer stated and lower than we measured (b)
the electronics were not sufficiently sensitive to measure the
output pulses or (c) the assumptions made for the light cell
efficiency in the assembly were inaccurate.
Until we are able to establisl* an effective threshold
it is difficult to determine which of these factors are valid.
Negotiations were begun with Yale University to use their
accellerator, which can produce particules with an energy as high
as 20 Mev. Once a threshold is measures' it will be possible to
modify some of the characteristics of the package to optimize the
performance. Them were inadequate funds and time to carry out
the higher energy decelerator tests.
No sterilizatirn tests were made since a workable proto-
type was not achieved.
r
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5.0 Conclusion
1. A study was made of available solid state diodes useful
for detecting low light level signals from scintilla-
tion crystals.
	 Tests were performed on the most
suitable diodes.
2. The Ortee, Model 105 Charge Sensitive Amplifier was
used to detect the output from the photodiode.
	 The
state-of-the-art of both diode and amplifier was such
that the assembly was not detector-noise limited, as
is desirable.
3. A prototype scintillation crystal solid state devicb,
assembly was designed, fabricated and tested.	 No
observable signal was detected over 12 Mev electrons
from a Van der araaf generator.
4. An analysis of the results was made but it was not
possible to determine which of the following contri-
buted to the high threshold;
a.	 Inadequate deteetivity of the diode
b.	 Insufficient sensitivity of the amplifier.
c.	 Incorrect assumptions in calculating the anti-
cipated overall efficiency of the system.
50 It is recommended that any continuation of this work
start with a review of the current state of the art in
photodiodes and amplifiers to determine if a more
sensitive combination can be achieved. 	 Tests should
start at a higher radiation energy such as 20 Nev.
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